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7%txwn~ I : Let G, G’ be an on\!nted perqxctivc pair of geometries on a finite set E. The 
numkx of subsets A of E such that vty reversing comhinatorwl signs on A the oriented geometry 
obtained from G is acyclic and the o~+nted geometry ohtaiocd from G’ is totally cyclic, is equal 
to t(G, G’;t),1). 1). ?i+ecwern IO: Let G. (3’ he a perspective pair of geometries in a finite set. 
t(G, G’;O,O, 1) = 0 if and only if thei\% exists a preserving (non-empty) factor of G, G’. 
Let G .= (V, E) be a finite undirected graph (with possibly loops and multipJe 
edges). An orientation of G is acyclic if G has no directed circuits for this 
orientation, KS~. is &H&y cyclic if k:very edge of G belongs to some directed 
circuit I
The number of acyclic orierrtations OF G is equal to t(G; 2,(l), where r(G ; 5,~) 
denotes the Tutte polynomial of G {see [15]). The number of totally cyclic 
orientations is eyuai to t(G;O, 2) (if G 5as no loops) [9, 11). 
A Source (resp. a sink ) in a directed gra‘Dh is a vertex such that all incident edges 
are directed outward (resp. inward). Greeqe ar$ Zaslavsky have recently shown 
that given any edge of G with endv. :t it. I,. ( Y ii: b, R # b, the number of acyclic 
orientations of G such that a is the unique sc’urce and h is the unique sink is equal 
to P(G) = WG; U?W$), wo [e). 
in thus note we prove a common generahration of these three results: Let 
V= V,t v,+*** + Vk be a partition of V into G 3 2 non empty subsets and let 
G’ = (V”,E), V’= (pf;,o;, . l .v z.$), be the graph obtained from G by identifying all 
verfices of V, to z+ unique vertex U: for i = I, 2,. . ., k. Then the number of acyclic 
orientations of G such that the corresponding orientation of G’ is totally Lyclic is 
equal to l(G, G’;O,O, l), where r(G, G’; 4, q, 6) is a generalized Tutte pal) nomial 
associated with G, G ‘. 
Stanley’s theorem is obtained for k = 1 since then G’ consists in m = i E i loops . 
so that every orientation of G’ is totally cyclic. On the other hand G can bt: 
obtained from m pairwise disjoint edges by vertex-identification; the result on 
g~t&Iy q&c &mtations is thus also a corollary. The relation with Greene- 
Z&av&y theorem is as fsitlows: Consider an edge of G with endvertices a, b. ~1 f h, 
md fe$ a’ be the graph obtained from G by identifying Q anti 5. Clear& an acyclic 
&ant&on of E such tht the corresponding orientation of G’ is totally cyclic 
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necessarily has a as unique source and 6 as unique sink, or b as unique source and 
(X as unique sink and conversely. The number of acyclic orientations of G with 
4 tlnique source and b unique sink being equal to the number of acyclic orientations 
with h unique source and a_ unique sink (reverse the orientations of all edges) is 
thus equal 80 one half of the number of acyclic orientations of G such that the 
corresponding orientation of G’ is totally cyclic. 
Stanley’s theorem has been generalized by T. Brylawski Hnd D. Lucas to 
unimodutar vector spaces [4] and by tbe author to oriented combinatorial geomet- 
rks 19,111. Chene and Zaslavsky’s theorem a!so generalizes to oriented geomet- 
ries [S]. Here we have: z 
Theorem 1. Le.: G, G’ be an oriente:: perspective pair of geometries on a finite set E. 
The number of subsets A of E such that by reversing signs on A the oriented geometry 
obtained from G is acyclic and the oriented geometry obtained frum G’ is totally 
cyclic, is equal to t(G, G’;O,O, 1). 
Oriented geometries, which abstract he structure of vector spaces over ordered 
ficiids. are defined in [1,2,9]. For completeness we shah recall the definitions of the 
notions used in the statement of Theorem 1. 
A signed set X is a set X together with a mapping sgx : & + ( - 1, I). Actually we 
will denote by the same letter a signed set and its underlying set, the context usually 
making it clear which +f the two objects is considered. We set X’ = 
#x:x EX,sgx(x)= I). X-(x:xEX,sg,(x)= -1). We denote by -X the 
signed set such that (- X)* = X- and (- X)- = X’. 
Let E be a finite set. An oriented geometry G on E is conveniently defined by its 
wt of signed circuits. A set (8 of non-empty signed subsets of E is the set of signed 
circuits of an oriented geometry if the following axioms are satisfied: 
C E % implies -CE%; C,DE% and CCD impfy C=D or 
C r - D {as igned sets); (1) 
fur all C.DE%, ~EC+~D- and yEC--D there exists C’e% 
such that C’+c(C’UD’)-x, C’-e(C”- UD-1-x and y EC’. (2) 
Clearly the underlying sets of the signed circuits of an oriented geometry constitute 
the circuits of a geometry (or matroid, pregeometry in [7]>- 
!.ct X be a signed set and A be a set. We denote by TX the signed set such 
thai(,:X)’ = (X+ - A ) U (X- f-t A ) and (7X)’ = (X’ - A) U (X’ n ..4). If % is the 
set of signed circuits of an oriented geometry G then (;C : C 6Z U) is also the set of 
signed ciEuits of an oriented geometry. We’denote this geometry$y ;G and say 
that ,G is obtained from G by reversing ‘signs on A. .’ 
A signed set X is positive if X- = 8. We say that an oriented geometry G on E ii 
sc~cl~ if G has no positive circuits, resp. is totally cyclic if every e E E belongs to 
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some positive circuit of G. An oriented geometry G is acyclic if and only if G * is 
totally cyi;Iic [ 1, 2, 91. 
Let G, G’ be 2 geometries on a set E. We say that G, G’ constitutes a perspective 
pair of geometries if the identity map on E induces a strong map from G onto G’ in 
the sense sf [7f, that is ‘if every circuit of G is a union of circuits of G’. The 
corresponding definition for oriented geometries was introduced in [ 123: an oriented 
perspective pair of geometries an E consists in 2 oriented geometries G, G’ on E 
such that every signed circuit C of G is a union of signed circuits C’ of G’ such that 
C” G C” and C” z C-. 
The Tutte polynomial of a geometry introduced by Crapo in [6] is a generaliza- 
tion of the dichromatic polynomial of graphs defined by Tutte 1161. A Tutte 
polynomial for geometries pointed by one element was defined by Brylawski [3]. In 
[lo, 131 the author has defined a Tutte polynomial for geometries pointed by 
families of sets and for sequences of geometries pairwise related by strong maps. By 
[ 10, Proposition 4.1; 131 the Tutte polynomial t(G, G’) of a perspective pair of 
gel jmetries G, G’ on E is given by: 
where rG (X) denotes the rank of X in G and r(G) = r. (E), and is uniquely 
defined by the following inductive relations: 
if e E E is neither an isthmus nor a !oop 0; G 
t(G, G’) = t(G - e, G’-- e)+ t(Gle, G’le), (44 
if e E E is an isthmus of G ’ 
t(G, G’) t= @(G - e, G’- e), (4 2) 
. 
ifeW? isafoopof G 
t(G,G’)=r2d(G-e,G’-e), 
(4.3) 
if e E E is an isthmus of G but is not an isthmus of G’ 
r@, G’) = &(G - e, G’- e)+ t(G/e. G’le), 
(4.4) 
where F: md I? denote the geolmetries of ranks 1 and 0 respectively on one 
element* 
When G = 63’ t(G, G’) reduces to t(G) the Tutse polynomiaS of G. 
Let 6,G’ be ;tn orien@xI perspective pair of geometries on E and e E E. Then 
G - e, G ‘ - e resp. G/e, G’/e is atso an oriented perspective rair of geometries, 
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where G - e resp. G/e denotes the oriented geometry obtained from G by 
deleting resp. contracting e (see [U!]). 
km- 2 (9, 11). Let G be an orienteLf geometry on E and e E E. 
(i) I” both G and 7G are ucyclic, then both G - e art&t G Je are acyclic. 
(ii) If G is acyclic but TG is not, then G - e is acycfic, G /e is not acyclic. 
(iii) If c is not a loop of G and if both G and 7G are not acyck, then both G - e 
und G /e are not acyclic. 
By orthogonality we have 
llama 3. Let G be an oriented geometry on E and e e E. 
0 i 
(ii) 
totally 
(iii) 
6 .z e 
If both G and TG are totally cyck then both G - e and G/e are totGUy q&c. 
lf G is totally cyclic brat TG is not, then G /e is totally cyck, G - e is not 
cyclic. 
lf e is not an isthmus of G and if both G and 7G are not totally cyclic then both 
und G je are not totally cyclic. 
l&Rmma 4. Let G, G’ be an oriented perspective pair of geometries on E. Let e E E 
be neither a loop of G nor an isthmus of G’. Then 
Q(G,G’)+Q(~G,rG’)=cp(G-e,G’-e)+Q(G/e,Gt/e). (9 
where 9 (G, G ‘) = 1 if G is acyclic and G ’ is totally cyclic, cp (C?, G ‘) = Q otherwise. 
Proof. We distinguish several cases. 
(a) cp(G. G’) = ~(FG, 7G’) = 1; G and F&; are acyclic, G’ and I-G’ are totally 
cyclic. By Lemmas 2 and 3 G - e and G /e are acyclic, G’ - e and G’le are totally 
cyclic. Hence (P(G - e, G’- e) = q(G /e, G’/e) = I. 
(b) 49 (G, G’) = 1, o( -;G, -i_G ‘) = 0; G is acyclic, Gt is totally cyclic, 2-0 is not 
acyctic or -;rG’ is not totally cyctic. 
(bl) -;-G is acyclic; 7 G’ is not totally cyclic. By Lemmas 2 and 3 G - e and G le 
are acyclic, G’ - e is not totally cyclic, G’/e is totally cyclic. Hence y! (Ss - c, 
G”--e)=O, cp(G/e,G!/e)= 1. 
(b2) FG is not acyclic; G bei.,,; acvchc every positive circuit of TG contains e. 
-;_G. ;G’ being an oriented perspective, pair of geometries e is thus contained in at 
least one positive circuit C’ of TG’. Suppose there exists x E E contained in no 
positive circuit of &‘. We have x@ Ct. G’ being totally cyclic x is contained in 
e positive circuit D’ of G ‘. Necessarily e E D’ and in ~G’D’- = (e), We have 
C’* PI D’-, x E D’- C’; b y axioms (1) and (2 j there etists a signed cjz~uit of 
TG’ containing x with negative part contained in (Cl- u D ‘) - e = 8, a sont~adic~ 
I-knee TG’ is totally cyclic. 
y Lcr.:mmas 2 and 3, G - e is acyclic, G /e is not acyclic, G’- e and C’le are 
c%c. Hence cp(G-e,G’-e)=O, cp(G/e,G'fe)=:l. 
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(c) ~((2, G’) = rp(~G, 7G’) = 0; G is not acychc or G’ is not totally cyclic. fG is 
not acyclic or 7G’ is not totally cyclic. 
(cl) Both G and ,G are not acyclic. Since e is not a loop of G by Lemma 2 both 
G-e and W--e are not acyclic. Hence q(G-e,G’-e)=cp(Gje,G’/e)=(l. 
(~2) C? Is not acyclic, 7 G is acyclic. By Lemma 2, G - e is acyclic, G /e is not 
acyclic. 7G’ is not tataIly cyclic; e being not an isthmus of G ’ by Lemma 3. G’ - e 
is not tatnlly cyclic. Hence q(G - e, G’- e) = cp(G /e, G’/e) = 0. 
(~3) Both G and ~c3 are acyclic. Then both G’ and t’G’ arc not totally cyclic. 
Since e is nut an isthmus of C’, by Lemma 3 both G’ - e and G’/e are not totally 
cyclic. Hence rp(G-e,G’-c)=q(G/e,G’le)=O. 
Proof af Theorem 1. Let f(G, G’) denote the number of subsets A of E such 
that ;;G is acyclic and ,G is totally cyc!k. We prove that f satisfies (4.1 j(4.5) for 
J-0, q =0 and 6 = I. 
If G has a Ioop, or G’ has an isthmus clearly f(G, G ‘) = 0 hence (4.2) and (4.3) 
are satisfied. Since f(F:, c) = 2, (45) is also satisfied. 
Set &G, ;;G’) = q(G, G’; A ). If e is neither a loop of G nor an isthmus of G’ 
by Lemma 4 we have 
f(G,G’)= x Q(G,G’;A)= 
A6;E 
AZ e(~KXWW-~(G,G';A u{e}N 
>- 
= *J_ (QW - e* G’ - e;A)+ Q(Gfe, G’/e;A)) 
= z cp(G-e.G'- 
ACLC 
e;A)+ 2 p(G/e, G'le; A) 
.4C;E -c 
= f(G -e,G’--e)+f(G/e,G’fe). 
Hence (4.1) and (4.4) are satisfied by f for 6 = 1. 
Curulargr 5 (see (9, 111). Let G be an crrierded geometry un a finite set E. The 
nurplber of subsets A of E such that the oriented geometry obtained from G by 
rewrsing signs on A is acyclic (req. totally cyclic ) is equal to t (G ; 2,0) (req. 
t(G ;o, 2)). 
Lemma 6. Let G be Q geometry on a finite set E and F(E) (re.p FIE’(E )) be the 
geume~ry oj rank 0 (resp. 1 t: 1) on E. We have 
t(G,~(E)X,J)= t(G;5 + 14, (6) 
RX&~ (6) ~3 (7) are sttaightforward consequences of (31. 
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Proof of Corollary 5. All orientations of P(E) (resp. F’“!(E)) are totally cyctic 
(resp. acyclic), hence Corollary 5 follows clearly from Lemma 6 and Theorem I. 
As shown in [8] Corollary 5 generalizes certain results of [17] on arrangements of 
hyperpianes in R”. 
Cornlla~ 7 (see [S)). Let G be an oriented geometry on a finize seti E and c be an 
element of ES The nut&~ of s:rbsets A of E - e such that the oriented geometry 
obtained from G by reversing signs on A is acyclic and the oriented geometry obtnined 
/mm G by reversing signs or5 A U {e) is totally cyclic is equal to P(G). 
Let G, H be geometries on sets E, F respectively such that E n F = $3. The direct 
.~URJ of G and I-f, denoted by G @ H, is the geometry on E U F defined by 
ro~ti(X) = r. (X n E)+ rH (X n F) for all X c E u F. 
Lemma 5. L.et G, G’ aEd H, H’ he two perspective pairs cif geometries on disjoint 
finite tits, We have 
~(G$G’,H~H’)=t(G,G’)t(H,H’). (8) 
Proof. (8) is a straightlorward consequence of (3). 
Lemma 9. Let G be a geometry on a finite set E and e E E. We have 
W, We)M’(~eS);O,O, 1) = 2@(G). P) 
Proof. We have r(F:,~;~,O,1)=28(F~)=2 and z(~,~~;Q,O,~)=~P(~)~O. If 
E : z 2 and e is a loop or an isthmus of G by Lemma 8 and [4] we have 
t(G,G/e~~(e);O,0,1)=28(G)=O. If /El&2 and e is neither a loop nor an 
isthmus of G then by [3, Corollary 6.141 we have 
(~+~-~~)f~(G,Gle~~~(ej;~,:,~~)= 
=Z‘(~(G/~~F(~);C,II)-I~ -W(G;hN 
+r(G;S;+(t-- l)r(G/eaWe);h)~ 
Since r(G/e BIT(e); 5, q) = st(Gle; 5, q), for v = 0 and 6 = 1 we get 
i((;,GleigP(e);~,~),1)=5r/G;5.0) 
hence 
r(G,G/e~F(e);O,O,l)=2~~) 32B(G)s 
\ Em4 
Pmf of Corollary 7. Let A be a subset of E - e. if ,+Y~G is total?y cyclic then 
I,& 7; Gj/e B&*‘(e) = (;;-G)/e @F’(e) is totally cyclic. ConverseOy swppsse that ;;G is 
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acyclic and (;;G)/e @i@(e)is totally cyclic. Let c’ be a positive circuit of (~G)/c. 
There exists a signed circuit c of ;G such that CY” = C - e. Since 7G is acyclic 
necessarily CM = (e}. Hence n;J? is a positive circuit of ,h~,G and it follows that 
A:::eG is totally cyclic. 
The number of subslets A of E - e such that T;G is acyclic and A;cG is totally 
cyclic is thus equal to the number of subsets A of E - e such that RG is acyclic and 
(;G)/e @p(e) is totaI!y cyclic. Now since TG =; E:AG for any A 2 E, this number 
is equal to one half of the number of subsets l of E such that -;G is acyclic and 
(;;C )/e @F’(e) is totally cyclic, hence by (9) and 
ft(a;,Gfe~F(e);O,0,1)&: p(G). 
Lemma 9 suggests that t(G, G’; O,O, 1) may be considered as 
the /3 invariant of a geometry. Actually we have t(G, G’;O,O, 
(4)) , 
Theorem 1 to 
a generalization of 
1) 2 0 (by relations 
t(G”, G,“;O,O, 1) = t(G, G’;O,o, 1) (by [IO, Proposition 4.21, cf. alFo [ 13]), 
t(G, G';O,O, 1) ;= (- I)@” xeq,, gT&O. X)( - l)r~~(~~~~~~*) (see [ 13]), 
where T(G) denotes the lattice of fats of G. Furthermore the property of p 
regarding factorization, namely that /3(G) = 0 if and only if G has a non-trivial 
factorization f4, Theorem 2]* also generalizes to r(G, G ‘; O,O, 1) as we now show. 
Let G be a geometry on a set E. A factur of CT is a subgeometry G(A) of G 
induced by a non-empty subset A of E such that G = G(A)@ G(E - A) (we will 
also say - improperly - that A is a frrrtor of G). We recall that G(A) is a factor of 
G if and only if every circuit of G is either contained in A or in E - A (cf. [7, 
Chapter 121). We define a factor of a perspective pair of geometries G, G’ on E as a 
perspective pair of geometries G(A ), G’(A ), A c E, such that A is a factor of both 
G and G’. 
We say that a perspective pair of geometries G, G’ is preserving if G r= G’. We 
recall that when G is tank-finite r(G)=I r(G’) if and only if G = G’ (cf. [7, 
Proposition 9.15). 
Thlescolrn 10. Let G, G’ be a perspectiva pair of geometries on a finite SZL Then 
t(G, G ‘; 0, 0,1) = 0 if and only if there exists a preserving (non -empty ) factor of 
G, G’. 
A factorization G i= G(A )$ G(E - A ) of 2 geometry G on a set E is lton -triz.k.d 
if both A and E - A itre non-empty (and similarly a factorization of ? perspective 
pair of geometries). A geometry (resp. a perspective pair of geomc- ries) without 
nofi&%viaI factorizations is said to be iwcrdsccibla [or connected). ?‘he foilowing 
prapetties are we&known (cf. f7, Chapter 121): 
(a) G is irredu&& if and only if for ail x1 y E E, x # y, there exists a circuit C of 
G such that X, y E C; 
(b) given x, y E E, x # y, If there exist circuits Cl, Cz, . . ., Ck of 6, k 2 I, such 
that x E Cl, y E CI: and Ci n Ci+l f 0 for i = 1,2,. . ., k - I, then there exists a 
circuit C of G such that X, y E C; 
(c) the irreducible factors of G are pairwise disjoint and the corresponding 
partition of E is unique; 
(d) A c E is a, factor of G if and only if A is a factor of Gi. 
One can easily show that a perspective pair of geometries G, G’ on E is 
irreducible if and only if fcr all X, y E E, x # y, there exist circuits C1, Cz9 . . ., Ck of 
GorG’suchthatxEC1,yECk andCinCr,l#@fori=1,2,...,k-1,thatthe 
irreducible factors of a perspective pair of geometries are pairwise disjoint and the 
corresponding partition of E is unique, and that A s E is a factor of G, G’ if and 
only if A is a factor of G”, G’. 
Lemma 11. Let G be Q get metty on a set E, e be an element of E, A c E - e be an 
irreduciQle factor of G - e and B 2 E - e be an irreducible factor of G fe. If 
A n B # v) then A c B and B is also t; fixctor of G - e or B c A and A is also a factor 
of G/e. 
lf A z E - e is a factor of both G - e and G/e then A or A U (e ) is a factor of G. 
Proof. Suppose {hat A 5 B and B SA. Let x E A - B and y E B - A. G(A) and 
G(B) are irreducible, hence since A n B# @ G(A U B) is also irreducible. It 
fallows that there exists a circuit C of G such that X, y E C. Then either e $E C and 
C is a circuit of G - e meeting both A and E - e - A or e E C and C - e is a 
circuit of G/e 
tion. The first 
if neither A 
both A and E 
and G/e. 
meeting both B and E - e - B, In both cases we have a contradic- 
part of Lemma 11 follows. 
nor A U (e) is a factor of G then there is a circuit C of G meeting 
- A - e. As above we obtain that A cannot be a Factor tl,f both G - e 
Proposition 12.’ Zf G, G’ is a perspective pair of geometrips on a set E with no 
preservkp factors then for any e E E G - e, G ’ - e has no preserving factors c3‘r G /e, 
G ‘1 e has no preserving factors. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove Proposition 12 when G, G’ is irreducible since the 
factors of G, 0” not containing z? remain unaltered by deleting or contracting e. 
Suppose, in contradictiolr with Proposition 12, that there is a preserving factor A of 
fj -e, G’- e and th<Te is ‘3 preserving factor B of G/e, G’/e. Without 10~s of 
generality we may suppose rhat A and B are irreducible factors of G - e, G’ - e 
and G /e, G’/e respectively. We distinguish several cases 
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(e) B~A.ByLemmal~ A isz fact!lls- of both G/e and G ‘/e hence A or A u e 
is a factor ol’ G and A or A U e is a factor of G’. 
A is a :actor of G. Suppose not. Then A U e is a factor of G and since A cannot 
be a factor of C (A U e ) there is a circuit C of G such that 4 E C and C: n A # 0. 
Since G(A ) =: G’(A ) necessarily C is also a circuit of G ’ and G (A u e ) = 
G’(A tS t?). Tote hypothesis of Proposition 12 implies that A tJ e is not a factor of 
G’, hence A is a factor of G ‘, a contradiction since c” is a circuit of G’ me&q A 
ad E-A. 
B is a factor of G’. If not there is a circuit C’ of G’ meeting both B and E - 63. 
Since B is a factor of G’/e C’ - e is not a circuit of G ‘le. There is a circuit of G’/f 
contained in B n C’ hence a circuit D’ of G’ such that e E 0’~ (B n ~7) u e. Now 
W-- e is a circuit of (G’le)(B) = (G/e)(B), hence there is a circuit D of G such 
that D - e = D’ - e. Since A is a factor of G necessarily D = D’ - e, but this 
contradicts the hypothesis that G, G’ is a perspective pair of geometries. 
NOW since G(B) = G’(B) is a factor of G(A) = G’(A ) and A is a factor of G, B 
is also a factor of G. But this contradicts the hypothesis of Proposition 12 since 
G(B) = G’[B). 
(b) A C, B. By arthogonality this case reduces to case (a). 
(c) A FS and B 5 A. Let x E A - B and y E B - A. Since G, G’ is irreducible 
there is a circuit C of G or G’ such that C n A # 4) and C - A # @. Necessarily 
e E C since otherwise C is a circuit of G - e or 113’ - e meeting both A and 
E - e - A. Since G(A) = G’(A ) the irreducibility of G(A ). G’(A ) implies that 
G(A ) = G’(A ) is irreducible, hence G(A U C) or G ‘(A U C) is also irreducible. 
Hence there exists a circuit Cl of G or G’ such that x, e E Cl. 
By orthogonality there is a cocircuit of G or G’ containing both y and e, hence 
there is a circuit Cz of G or G’ such that y, e E Cz. Since C1 - e is a circuit of G/e 
or G’/e meeting l3 we have C,- e c B. 
There cannot exist a circuit of G or G’ containing both x and y since otherwise 
as in the proof of Lemma 11 we obtain immediately a contradiction. Now if Cl and 
Cl are two circuits of G (resp. G’) since C, i’? C, # 0 there is a circuit of G (resp. 
G’) containing both x and y. Hence we have two cases: 
(cl) Cl is a circuit of G but not a circuit of G’, and C2 is a circuit of G’ but not a 
circuit of G. 
Cz - e is a circuit of (G’/e )(B) = (G/e)(R), hence either Cz - e or Cz is a cimit 
of G. But C2 - e cannot be a circuit of G since C2 is a circuit of G ’ and G. G’ is 21 
perspective pair of geometries; on the other hand Cz is not a circuit of G. Hence a 
contradiction. 
(~2) r, is a circuit of G’ but not a circuit of G and Cz is a circuit of G but not :1 
circuit of G’. 
ca - e is a circuit of (G/e)@) = ((Y/e)@). C2 being a circuit of G, since G. G’ is 
rr perspective pair of geometries, there is a circuit C’ of G' such that e E CC C?. If 
~‘-aZtbC’-eisacjrcuitofG’/e,hence,sinceC’-eCCr-e,wehaveC’=C‘ 
and cz is a circuit of G’, a contradiction. Thus C’ = (Q). But then C’ and cl 
are two circuits of G’ such that C’$C,, and we have again a cantradktion, 
1v.B. The above proof making no use of finiteness properties Proposition 12 is 
valid in the infinite case as welt. 
Prd uf Theorem 10. For any finite geometry C we have t(G, G; 6, q, &) = 
r(G; [, q), hence, if 17 is non empty . ! {G, G ; 0, 0,l) = t(G ; 0, 0) = 0. Xt follows then 
from Lemma 8 that t(G, G’;O,O, 1) * 0 if 0, G’ has a preserving factor. 
The converse follows easily from Proposition 12 and relations (4,1)-(4.5) by 
induction on 1 E I0 
CoroJJ~ry X? (see (5, Theorem 23). Let G be a finite geumetry, /3(G) = 0 if und ord~.~ 
if G has a Iwn-trivial factoritatien. 
Proof. Let e be an element of G. Clearly G has a non-trivial factorization if and 
only if G, G /e @B*(e) has a preserving factor, hence by Lemma 9 and Theorem 10 
if and or,ly if j3 (G) = 0. 
Application to graphs 
Pvgpsgitloa 14. LetG=(V,E)bea#initegtaph, V=V~-VZ+-+V&~~L 
be a partition of V into k non-empty subsets and G’ = (V’, E ), V’ = 
u;, ;o;, . . ., v;, be the graph obtained jrom G by idenfifying all vertices of Vi to u’r 
f ori = 1,2,... , k. Khe number of acyclic orientations of G such that the corresponding 
orientatron of G ’ is total& cyclic is equal to t (P(G), P(G ‘); Q, 0, 1) where P(G) 
de~les the polygon geometry of G. 
Proof. Let OP(G) be the oriented polygon geometry of G relatively to any given 
orientation of G and OP(G’) be the oriented pdygon geometty of G’ relatively to 
the corresponding orientation of G’. Then OP( G 1, UP(@) is an oriented perspec- 
live pair of geometries and Proposition 14 follows frum Theorem 1, 
The coefficients of t(G, G’; 6; q, I) have a combinatorial interpretation i terms 
of internal and external activities of srientations of G and G”. This result, which 
generalizes both Theorem 1 and a theorem of G. J3erman (Canad, J. Math., to 
appear) was presented by the author aa ishe 6th J3ritiuh Combinatorial Conference, 
London (July 1977). 
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